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kay, so it is true that the economy is in a weird place ATM. And
sometimes, ‘weird place’ seems more like ‘totally screwed’. But you
can safely take your face out of the paper bag: “The market has crashed
before, and it has rebounded,” explains Raamdeo Agrawal, Chairman and
Co-Founder, Motilal Oswal Financial Services. “In 1992, after the Harshad Mehta
scam, the market had collapsed by 50%. Even in 2008, it had crashed by almost
60%. But markets don’t work in a straight line. There will always be deep cuts, as
will be great gains. You just have to weather the storm.” And if you’re young, you
have enough time. “Young investors should not panic. They have decades worth of
investing left. In fact, they should see this time as an opportunity, because lower
prices will allow them to buy more for the same amount. So when markets rise
later, they’ll benefit from having bought more,” adds Dev Ashish, a SEBI-registered
investment advisor, and Founder, StableInvestor. You’ll just need some patience—
and these answers to all the not-dumb financial questions living in your brain.

SHOULD I JUST PULL ALL MY INVESTMENTS OUT OF THE MARKET ASAP?
“Nobody really knows where the market is headed. People can use experience to
forecast, but the conjectures will also keep varying. We do know, though, that this
isn’t a short-lived problem. It’ll persist for a longer period: six months, maybe a year,
or longer! Like in 2008, it took about 13 months to get back on track. The market
may gradually improve, but it is still going to remain uncertain and will fluctuate. But
that shouldn’t scare you away. If you want to benefit from the stocks, you have to stay
put, even in the tough times,” says Raamdeo.
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Cosmo speaks to two experts to understand where the Indian market is at.
Take a deep breath, not all is lost. By Jessica Goodman and Humra Afroz Khan
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If You’re
Panicking About
the Stock Market,
Read This Now!

SOME OF MY FRIENDS ARE ACTUALLY BUYING STOCKS NOW. IS THAT
A GOOD MOVE?
It could be! “But only invest the amount of money in equity markets which you won’t
require for at least the next five years,” says Dev. “And always keep aside six to 12
months of your regular expenses as an ‘Emergency Fund’, only to be used in crises, and
never invested in market falls. If you have short-term goals (less than five
years away), don’t pump fresh money in equities for them. And for the
long-term ones, consider gradually deploying the surplus money, but don’t
be in a hurry to invest all in one go—stagger the investments over the next
If you want to
few months, if not more. If you are unsure about your goals or how much
benefit, you
and where to invest, seek professional help.”

Raamdeo Agrawal,
Chairman and
Co-Founder, Motilal
Oswal Financial
Services

Dev Ashish,
Founder,
StableInvestor

IS MY REGULAR SAVINGS ACCOUNT IN DANGER?
“No, if you have an account in a government bank, up to ₹5,00,000
is insured by the government. You can’t lose that money. But even
otherwise, in India, banks are usually safe, and so is your money. The
government goes the extra mile if needed, so that a bank doesn’t sink,”
informs Raamdeo. “And since the two aren’t directly linked, your choice
of investments in stock markets doesn’t affect your savings account in any
direct manner,” says Dev.
ANY PRO TIPS TO REMEMBER?
“Don’t try to time the market. You can’t! Just invest in ‘outstanding’
companies, and buy for long term: 10-15 years, even 30-40 years,”
concludes Raamdeo.
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